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Topic 3: If I Had a Magic Carpet (9.8.20-Sunday) 
                                                                   Revision  

A. Write down the poem ‘If I Had a Magic Carpet’ with poet’s name (8 lines) 

B. Word Meaning 

1. Whoosh              2. Postcard               3. Hover             4. Treasure                5. Pleasure  

C. Re-arrange jumble letters 

1. gicma     2. veltra          3. aresh                4. ownfl                5. fishsel 

D. Write the answer of the following questions in one sentence:                                                  

1. What did the poet wish for? 

2. Where would the poet travel first on a magic carpet? 

3. What would the poet not share? 

4. How would the poet have greatest time? 

5. What would the poet collect from everywhere? 

E. Fill in the blanks with suitable words:                                                                   

1. The poet would be ______________ selfish. 

2. The poet would not _______________________ her magic carpet. 

3. The poet wanted to _________________out her tongue at her friend. 

4. If I had a __________________,I could travel anywhere. 

5. The poet would travel the ______________ first. 

6. The poet would collect __________________. 

F. Find out whether the following statements are true or false. If false write the correct 

statements:  

1. The poet wanted a magic carpet. 

2. The poet would travel nowhere. 

3. The poet would collect books. 

4. The poet would travel by making sound. 

5. The poet would like to share the magic carpet. 

 



                       Answer 

A. If I Had a Magic Carpet 

-Delilah 

If I had a magic carpet, 

That could travel anywhere, 

I'd probably be quite selfish 

And wouldn't want to share. 

 

I'd have the greatest time, 

Whooshing about all on my own, 

And I'd collect myself a postcard 

From everywhere I'd flown. 

 

B. 1. move quickly making a soft sound  

2. a card for sending a message 

3.  feeling of happy 

4. a quantity of precious metals 

5. to remain in one place in the air 

C. Answer-   

1. magic    2. travel    3. share      4. flown      5. Selfish 

 

 



D. Answer: 

1. The poet wished for a magic carpet. 

2. The poet would travel sea first on a magic carpet. 

3. The poet would not share the magic carpet. 

4. The poet would have greatest time by whooshing all around. 

The poet would collect postcard from everywhere 

E. Answer-   

1.quite       2. share     3. stick    4. magic carpet  5. sea  

  6. postcard 

F. Answer: 

1. True. 

2. False. (The poet would travel everywhere.) 

3. False. (The poet would collect postcard.) 

4. True. 

5. False. (The poet would not like to share the magic carpet.) 

6. True. 

 

 


